
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 
  

CREW PROFILES 

 

Captain: Paris Lekkas Nationality: Greek 

Number of Crew: 2  

Crew Profiles:  

Paris Lekkas 
From his childhood he found himself in close contact and affinity with boats. He 

now owns a Boston Whaller, and he often sails off the West Coast of Greece on 

friends' boats, like Olympic 47 ft and Priucells V65. 

 

Studies 

Paris studied at UKSA(United Kingdom sailing academy in Cowes, Isle of 

Wight England) from 07/10/02, and graduated after successful competition of 

the examinations ( RYA /MCA YACHT MASTER OFFSHORE in Sailing and 

YACHT MASTER in Motor Conversion). 

 

Experience 

The largest part of his training was conducted in the English Channel, the 

Atlantic Ocean, the coast of the South of England, as well as the Northwestern 

coast of France, in winter 2002-2003. 

 

The sea at his training was Tide, Strong Currents and dense Fog. Gale force 

Winds. Sailing to Portland he has encountered even Tornados safely. 

 

Paris only during his study at the Academy, he covered 2350 miles in day 

sailing, and 120 hours of nighttime sailing in the aforementioned seas. 

Apart from this experience, he also has personal experience in the Ionian Sea 

(Greece) with both sailing and speed boats, between the islands of Corfu and 

Zante. 

 

Previous Experience 

2003-2004  

Different deliveries of private motor yachts and some sailing vessels from the 

Moorings Company. 

 
Paris Lekkas 

Captain 

 
 

 



2004-2007  

Charters with Moorings on sailing boats and almost with VIP customers thought 

the Greek islands. 

2008-2011  

On a private motor vessel at the Med, from the coast of Spain, the cote d' Azure 

(Cannes, St. Tropez) Monaco to the Italian Riviera. 

2012  

Transfers from the northern islands of the Ionian Sea to the southern ones of the 

Aegean Sea. 

Therefore has a perfect knowledge of each one of the Greek Islands, its beaches 

and harbors as well as the winds of the area 

 

 

Konstantina Pilatou Hostess & Second Hand 
Huge passion for open sea and desire to work in nature has led her to the 

yachting industry.  

 

She works as a freelancer cook – hostess at sailing yachts the last three years. 

During this period she have traveled more than 3500 miles in the Aegean Sea. 

Also, after working many years in the tourist industry, gained valuable 

experience regarding the best treatment of clients. Konstantina an enthusiastic 

person with a very pleasant personality and very hard-working. Her cooking 

skills are excellent and can offer the clients the chance to taste the traditional 

Greek cuisine. 
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Hostess & Second Hand 

 
 
  

 

 


